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National Forest:  Eldorado. Ranger District: Placerville. 

Name of Project: North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair. 

Project Location: Forest Road 11N23F.   T. 10 N., R. 16 E. Section 3 NE1/4.   (Mt. Diablo Meridian). 

Proximity to aquatic features: 
• Road 16E33 (11N23F) crosses a stream and meadow at the location of the project.    

 

Back ground:  
On August 8, 2011, Meadow 11N23F-1 was rated as not being in compliance with Standard and Guideline (S&G) 
#100 of the Sierra Nevada Forest Plan Amendment (2004).   The primary reason for this rating was: 

 Runoff from road 16E33 (11N23F) has contributed to the downcutting of a portion of the stream flowing 
through the meadow.  This in turn has resulted in the lowering of the water table next portions of the stream 
and meadow, which has contributed to a drying out a portion of the meadow. 
 

S&G #100 states: Maintain and restore the hydrologic connectivity of streams, meadows, wetlands, and other 
special aquatic features by identifying roads and trails that intercept, divert, or disrupt natural surface and 
subsurface water flow paths.  Implement corrective actions where necessary to restore connectivity. 
 
The original field survey for Meadow 11N23F-1 and photographs of the site are in the project record. 
The methodology for evaluating S&G #100 is described in detail in: Final Supplemental Environmental Impact 
Statement, Eldorado National Forest Travel Management, Volume 1, June 2013. 

Hydrologic Analysis  

The North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair Project would result in road 16E33 (11N23F) having a minimal 
effect on the hydrologic connectivity of Meadow 11N23F-1 and, as result, S&G #100 would be met.    This is 
because the North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair Project would greatly reduce the amount of runoff and 
sediment from road 16E33 (11N23F) into the meadow - this in turn would nearly eliminate road 16E33 (11N23F) as 
a contributing cause of the drying out of a portion of the meadow.  The above conclusions are supported by: 

 A rolling dip would be installed in road 16E33 (11N23F) just to the southwest of where road 16E33 
(11N23F) crosses the stream and meadow.  This would divert runoff and sediment off of the road before 
reaching the stream and meadow.   

Consistency with a Categorical Exclusion 

Impacts to floodplains, wetlands, or municipal watersheds must be negligible or minimal in order for a project to 
meet the requirements of a Categorical Exclusion – this is described in Forest Service Handbook 1909.15, Chapter 
30, 31.1 and 31.2).   The North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair Project would result in road 16E33 (11N23F) 
having a minimal effect on the hydrologic connectivity of Meadow 11N23-F; the reasons for this conclusion are 
described above in Hydrologic Analysis.    
 

  



North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair – update of November 19, 2014 

I visited the site of the North Shanty 16E33 (11N23F) Road Repair project on November 17, 2014.   The 
following repairs have been completed: 

• The installation of three rolling dips on a segment of road 11N23F just upslope (south) of 
Meadow 11N23F-1 (Figure 1). 

As a result of these repairs, it is my opinion that Standard & Guideline #100 is now met for Meadow 
11N23F-1.   The reasons for this conclusion are described in the preceding page under “Hydrologic 
Analysis.” 

 

Steve G. Markman, Hydrologist 

 

Figure 1.  Rolling dip on a segment of road 11N23F just upslope of Meadow 11N23F-1.  Nov. 17, 2014. 

 

 


